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The purpose of this study was to determine if the stratifica
tion of a habitat type by soils would provide a better produc
tivity estimate than the habitat type alone. A stratified random
sampling scheme was utilized to establish a total of eighteen
plots on three soil families within the Pseudotsuga menziesii/
Physoearpus malvaeeus habitat type in the Ninemile Creek drainage
of western Montana. Data collection at each site included measure
ment of Pseudotsuga menziesii site index, estimation of the canopy
coverages of the habitat type indicator species, completion of a
soil profile description, and topographic measurements. Soil
samples were collected by horizon for particle size analysis.
Ranges, means, and standard deviations of site index were cal
culated for each plot, each soil family, and for the habitat type.
Variation in site index on the Typic Eutroboralf and Andic Usto
chrept, loamy-skeletal, mixed, frigid soil families was less than
the variation within the habitat type. These two soil families
also had significantly different mean site indexes from the Udic
Ustochrept, loamy-skeletal, mixed, frigid family but not from each
other (as determined by t tests assuming unequal variance). Vari
ation in site index on the Udic Ustochrept was nearly as great as
on the habitat type. Thus stratification of habitat types by soil
families may or may not result in more accurate site index esti
mates than the habitat type alone provides.
Multiple regression analysis was used to determine the relation
ship between site index antl site, vegetation, and soil attributes
on the Udic Ustrochrept soil. Eighty percent of the variation in
site index could be explained by soil (percent clay in B horizon),
topographic (distance from the hilltop), and vegetative (percent
dry species) variables.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Population growth has created increased demand for timber
products while other needs have decreased the amount of land available
for timber harvesting.

In response to the shrinking timber base,

management intensity has increased.

Practices such as thinning,

planting, and timber stand improvement, although they require heavy
investments in time and money, are becoming commonplace.

Since the

rate of return ranges from perhaps one or two percent on poor sites to
perhaps eight or nine percent on good ones (Duerr et al. 1975), these
practices should be concentrated on productive sites. Site pro
ductivity is thus a primary concern of forest land managers, conse
quently estimates of productivity usually have been included in land
classification systems.
Biophysical approaches to land classification are now commonly
used in land management planning.

These classifications are aimed at

identifying homogeneous units of land that will respond similarly to
management (Pfister 1977).

These homogeneous units of land have been

termed variously (Bailey et al. 1978):
ELUs

Ecological Land Units

EMUs

Ecological Management Units

. ERUs
BPUs

Ecological Response Units
Biophysical Units
1

2

LTs

Land Types

As applied in the northern Region (USDA 1976), these units are defined
on the basis of three basic land components:
potential vegetation.

landform, soils, and

Some approaches utilize independent maps of

all three components (postintegration), whereas others use multiple
criteria in developing the single mapping units (preintegration).

In

any case, current estimates of timber productivity are often derived
directly from productivity information published for the habitat
type (Pfister et al. 1977).
One basic problem is the considerable variability of produc
tivity within a habitat type.

Numerous managers and researchers

have suggested that subdividing habitat types by soil types might
improve the productivity estimates.
Objectives
The objectives of this study are twofold:
1.

To test the hypothesis, will the stratification of a

habitat type by soils provide a better productivity estimate than the
habitat type alone?
2.

To search for possible relationships between variation in

site index and site, vegetation, and soil attributes using multiple
regression analysis.
Site of Pseudotsuga menziesii1 is the measure of productivity

1Nomenclature

quist (1973).

throughout this text follow Hitchcock and CronAuthorities of species cited are shown in Appendix A.
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employed in this study.

Measurements are restricted to several soil

families within the Pseudotsuga rnenziesii/Physooarpus malvaoeus 2 habitat
type, Calamagrostis rubesoens and Physooarpus malvaoeus phases, in the
Ninemile Creek drainage of western Montana.

The Psme/Phma habitat type

was selected for study because (1) this is one of the most widespread
habitat types (13% of the area) in the Lolo National Forest, (2) it is
common throughout western Montana, (3) it is common in the Ninemile
Creek drainage, (4) it has a relatively high productivity, and (5)
there is considerable variation in productivity within this habitat
type (Pfister et al. 1977).

2Habitat

et al. (1977).

type and phase names and abbreviations follow Pfister

Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Site Index
Site index is more closely related to the capacity of a site
to produce wood of a particular species than any other single measure
(Spurr and Barnes 1973).

Site index is defined as the average height

of dominant and codominant trees at a selected index age.

Foresters

recognize that volume production is the ultimate measure of site
quality (Sparhawk et al. 1923).

Site index estimates for a particular

tree species are related to tables that predict growth and yield for
different stand ages and different levels of site index.

Site index

thus is utilized as a direct estimate of site quality and as the
intermediate step toward the goal of predicting the capability of
forest land to produce wood volume.
Foresters must realize, however, that the accuracy of site
index estimates may be affected by several stand and tree conditions.
1.

Stand Density.

Tree height is usually considered to be

independent of stand density (Carmean 1975); however, various studies
have shown reduced height growth for various species in lightly stocked
and densely stocked stands (Gaiser and Merz 1951, Holmes and Tackle
1962).

Reduced height growth in densely stocked stands seems more

serious on poor sites (Lynch 1958).

Monserud (1979) found only a weak

relationship between site index and stand density for Douglas-fir in
the northern Rocky Mountains.

.
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2.

Crown Class.

In recent years, site index curves based on

dominant trees rather than dominant and codominant trees have been
used. Site index estimates based on dominant Douglas-fir are less
subject to sampling error than estimates based on dominants and
codominants (Ker 1952).

This is because dominants are less variable

in height than codominants; however, site index may be overestimated
if only dominant trees are used with curves constructed from dominant
and codominant trees.

In short, the crown classes included in the

construction of the curves must be measured for the correct use of the
curves.
3.

Tree Sampling Error.

Johnson and Carmean (1953) and Monse-

rud (195^) found Douglas-fir site index to be variable even on small
study plots.

Errors in field height and age measurements also con

tribute to sampling error.

A sufficient number of site trees must be

measured to obtain a statistically significant site index estimate.
4.

Genetic Variation.

Wright et al. (1971) found that

Northern Rocky (western Montana) Douglas-fir varied little in five
characteristics including height, thus variation in height growth of
Douglas-fir due to genetic factors is not thought to be a major source
of error in site index curves in the northern Rockies.
5.
Curves Used.

Variation in Tree Growth Patterns in Comparison with the
Diversity in the forms of height growth curves apparently

is caused by different combinations of site factors and changes in
limiting factors (Jones 1969).

This results in trees giving differ

ent estimates of site index at different ages.

Williamson (1963) demon

strated moderate site index changes in 30- to 50-year height records on
Douglas-fir growth plots.
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6.

Early Growth.

When early growth is erratic, due to the

influence of factors that are poorly related to site quality (i.e.,
snow or animal damage), the accuracy of site index curves based on
total tree age is reduced.

Site curves which use breast-height age

are thus more accurate (Husch 1956, Cochran 1979).
In any case, literal interpretation of site index values can
be misleading because most stands will be affected by growth inhibit
ing factors not accounted for in site curves (i.e., insect and disease
damage).

If damaged site trees are used, site potential will be

underestimated.

Hence the utility of site curves lies not in attempt

ing to predict exact height at a given age but in comparing the
quality of sites.

Actual productivity of a site (m 3 /ha/yr) could be

estimated from site index values and appropriate yield tables with
consideration of stockability factors, but yield tables are not avail
able for Douglas-fir in the northern Rockies.
In general, two methods for constructing site index curves have
been used: a guide curve technique producing harmonized curyes (e.g.,
Brickell 1968), and a stem analysis technique producing natural curves
(e.g., Monserud 1979).
Harmonized curves are constructed by individual measurements
of tree height and age over a particular forest region.

These measure

ments are then used to construct a single height-age curve.

Curves for

a range of good and poor sites are then fitted proportionately to this
average guiding curve; however, the shape of the guide curve may not
accurately represent the growth patterns of a species over a wide range
of sites.

Much evidence confirms the existence of polymorphic height
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growth patterns for forest species growing on contrasting sites (Carmean 1968).
With natural curves developed from stem analysis, more
information is obtained from each sample tree.

A set of height

and age measurements are recorded from each tree with stem analysis,
whereas only current age and height are recorded with the harmonized
method.

Also, most stem analysis procedures allow for the estima

tion of polymorphic height growth patterns (Curtis et al. 1974).
Hence stem analysis usually results in a more realistic estimate of
potential site productivity as compared with the guide curve tech
nique (Curtis 1964).
The harmonized Douglas-fir site index curves of Brickell (1968)
have been the only curves available for Douglas-fir in the northern
Rocky Mountains.

These curves are based on single observations

of total height and age extracted from inventory data from Idaho,
Montana, Wyoming, Utah, and Colorado.
Monserud's (1979) Douglas-fir site index curves are now avail
able for use in northern Idaho and northwest Montana.

Monserud

developed his curves through stem analysis and utilized a polymorphic
function to fit his data.

He also stratified his data by climax

series and found significant differences in the growth curves of
Douglas-fir on different climax series.
curves specific to climax series.

He therefore constructed

Monserud's curves are the best

site index curves available for Douglas-fir in the northern Rocky
Mountains.
The problem of site evaluation has been approached in many
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ways; review of research in this field have been made by Coile (1952),
Rowe (1962), Jones (1969), Spurr and Barnes (1973), and Carmean (1975).
Soil-site Studies
Soil-site studies have used multiple regression analysis to
determine correlation of site index to features of soil and topography.
Table 1 lists studies completed in the northern Rockies and signifi
cantly correlated variables.

In general, factors related to soil

moisture have proven significant (see Table 1).

This is not surprising

because, in the northern Rockies, moisture is generally assumed to be
the factor most often limiting to tree growth (McMinn 1952, Daubenmire
1968).
The results of soil-site studies are useful for single-site
estimation in the field; they apply only to the area studied and only
to the particular soil and topographic conditions sampled (Carmean
1975).

If Pfister (1977) is correct in saying that, "for land-use

planning, productivity estimates must be extrapolated to classified
units of land as delineated on maps," the soil-site approach has
limited application for land-use planning.
The trend today is toward site classification and mapping
surveys which provide information for a variety of interpretations,
including site quality estimation.

The following section discusses

the common land classification schemes being utilized which incorpor
ate interpretations of site quality.
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Table 1. Soil-site studies in the northern Rockies.

Author

Significantly
Correlated
Variables

Species

Geographic
Area

Holtby 19ii7

Texture 6 in. below
soil surface.

Ponderosa pine

southeastern
Washington

Embry 19!>fl

Effective depth,
elevation

Western larch

northwest
Montana

Copeland

Effective depth,
Western white
depth to zone of
pine
reduced permeability,
available water
holding capacity.

1958

Total depth to C,
Holmes &
Tackle 1962 percent available
moisture, percent N
& P, percent slope,
depth to abundant
rooting.

Lodgepole pine

northern Idaho,
northeastern
Washington &
western
Montana
western
Montana

northern Idaho

Wall &
Loewenstein
1969

Fercent slope,
Grand fir
elevation, aspect,
depth of ash deposit.

Base &
Fosberg
1971

Elevation.

Ponderosa pine,
lodgepole pine,
western white
pine, western
larch

northern Idaho

McGrath &
Loewenstein
197S

Effective rooting
depth.

Douglas-fir

northern Idaho

Brown &
Loewenstein
1978

Percent clay in
Douglas-fir
ash, soil:rock ratio,
percent N, Ca, OM,
CEC.

northern Idaho

JO

Habitat Types
Habitat types (based on potential or climax vegetation) were
first presented as a site classification system by Daubenmire (1952)
for eastern Washington and northern Idaho.

During recent years, land

classification by habitat types has had growing acceptance.
Daubenmire (1976) reviewed the role of vegetation in assess
ing the productivity of forest lands.

He believed that the use of

plant communities as criteria in the estimation of forest produc
tivity is a logical choice because "natural vegetation reflects the
albegraic sum of all environmental factors important to plants."
However, Daubenmire (1976) stressed that "there is nothing inherent
in a habitat type classification which reveals productivity. . . .
this has to be determined directly by field tests in each habitat
type."
Pfister et al. (1977) developed a habitat type classification
system for the forest lands of western Montana.

The majority of

national forest lands in Montana have been mapped by this system.
The USDA Forest Service (hereinafter noted as Forest Service) and many
other public and private agencies are now using habitat types for land
management planning activities.

Mean site indexes and yield capability

ranges are given for most habitat types in the Montana publication
(Pfister et al. 1977); however, the use of these data is limited for
several reasons.
habitat type.

The site index estimates were based on few plots per

This resulted in wide confidence limits for estimating

mean site indexes on most habitat types.

The site index estimates

were based on few (usually one) site trees per species per plot, but
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site index can vary up to 10 site index units between adjacent trees
of the same species (Monserud, personal communication, 1980). As indi
cated, there also is considerable variation in productivity within
individual habitat types (Daubenmire 1976, Pfister et al. 1977).

Thus

foresters must use sufficient caution in using the habitat type pro
ductivity data.
Soil Surveys
The USDA Soil Conservation Service is conducting soil surveys
on nonfederal forest lands (Richlen et al. 1963).

Prior to 1970, the

Forest Service inventoried their lands by similar soil survey procedures.
Soil survey reports usually contain tables listing site index averages
for soil taxonomic units or woodland suitability groups (Lemmon 1968). 1
Soil surveys are valuable for various aspects of land-use planning, but
they have not shown reliability for estimating forest site quality because
excessive variation in productivity exists within taxonomic units (Carl
son and Nimlos 1966).
Cox et al. (1969) found a wide range of variation in Plnus
ponderosa site index within several soil series in western Montana.

Pearcy (1965) found a wide range of Larix oeaidentalis site index on
Waits soil series in the Swan Valley in Montana.
Tree growth apparently is related to factors which are not
used as criteria in distinguishing soil taxonomic units.

1Woodland suitability groups are groups of soil mapping units
which have similar interpretations for woodlsind use and management.
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Public forested lands in Montana administered by the Forest
Service are being surveyed under a program called the Land System
Inventory (USDA 1976).

The basic unit of this inventory program is

the land type, which is defined by soils (usually soil family), landform, and climax vegetation (habitat type); thus a biophysical
classification.
Productivity interpretations for land types are based on the
productivity range of the habitat types they contain (USDA 1976).
The ratings for the land type indicate the relative position of the
land type within the habitat type's productivity.

These ratings are

based on empirical data and not quantitative site quality studies.
Hence the productivity estimates of the Land System Inventory are no
more accurate than the habitat type estimates.

Chapter 3
RESEARCH DESIGN
Description of the Study Area
The Ninemile Creek drainage, located approximately 40 km
from Missoula, Montana, was selected for study.

This area was

selected because (1) it has a wide variety of soils, (2) a complete
soil survey report is available for the area (USDA 1972), (3) the
geography department at the University of Montana has completed an
ecosystems report in the Ninemile Valley, (4) the habitat types
have been mapped, and (5) there is good access throughout the
drainage.
Elevation in the Ninemile ranges from about 915 m at the
junction of Ninemile Creek and the Clark Fork of the Columbia River
to about 2,440 m at the top of Squaw Peak.
Based on climatic data at western Montana weather stations on
similar habitat types, I estimate the mean annual precipitation and
temperature to be approximately 45-65 cm and 5°-10° C.
The major climax series (Pfister et al. 1977) and the percent
of the Ninemile drainage each occupies are shown on page 14 (from
Lolo National Forest data).
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Climax series

% of area

Pseudotsuga menziesii

48

Abies lasiocarpa

30

Abies grandis

5

Thuja plioata

5

Approximately 11 percent of the area supports the Psme/Phma habitat
type (Fig. 1); it occurs on low elevations (915 m) to midelevations
(1,650 m) and on all slopes and aspects.

Since the habitat typing

in the Ninemile was not done to the phase level, the relative pro
portions of the two phases of the habitat type are impossible to
estimate.
A generalized geologic map is shown in Figure 2.

Low to high

elevations are underlain by low grade metamorphic argillite, siltite,
and quartzite of the Mount Shields, Burke, and Garnet Range Formations,
some impure limestone and calcareous argillite of the Wallace Formation,
and a few areas of Cambrian rocks, dikes and sills of diorite and diabase,
and Tertiary volcanic rocks (USGS 1977).

Low elevations have benches,

terraces, and recent alluvium of streams and some glacial lake deposits.
Low elevations to midelevations have undifferentiated, unconsolidated
Tertiary sedimentary deposits.

Small areas of glacial till are located

in some north-facing creek headwalls.
A generalized soil map is shown in Figure 3.
lies were sampled:

Three soil fami

the Udic Ustochrept (UdUs), Andic Ustochrept (AnUs),

and Typic Eutroboralf (TyEu).

Since all three have the same family

characteristics (loarny-skeletal, mixed, frigid), they are shown by
subgroup names.

In the soil taxonorny hierarchy (USDA 1975), family is

Siegel Pass (1569 ®)
Legend
Psme/Phma

Josephene Pk.
\ (2202 m)
Blackrock Pk.

(2325 m)
Lookout Mtn.
(2160 m)

Squaw Pk
,(21*37 m)
Stark Mtn.

(221*0 m)

Ellis Mtn.
(1811* m)

91J+ m
Figure 1.

Ninemile Creek drainage, showing the distribution of

Psme/Phma and location of plots by soil family.
National Forest habitat type map.

Adapted from Lolo
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WF

WF
MSF

l TS

Qal

Ts

WF

Legend
WF: Wallace Formation
MSF: Mount Shields Formation
BF: Burke Formation
GRF: Garnet Range Formation
Ts: Tertiary sediment
Qal: Quarternary alluvium

Figure 2. Generalized geologic map of the Ninemile Creek drainage.
Adapted from USGS (1977).

<L_

Legend

TyEu

Figure 3. Generalized soil map of the Ninemile Creek drainage.
Adapted from USDA (1972).

the subdivision immediately below subgroup. The Udlls is a weakly devel
oped soil formed in argillite and quartzite parent materials.

The

Anils has a volcanic ash influenced surface horizon over a UdUs-like
profile.

The TyEu is formed in Tertiary sediments and has a fine

textured subsurface horizon at 30-60 cm.
Example profiles for each soil family are shown in Appendix B.

Methods

A stratified random sampling scheme was utilized. A USGS
topographic map, a Lolo National Forest Habitat type map, and soil
maps from the St. Regis-Ninemile soil survey (USDA 1972) were used
to identify 209 Ecological Land Units (ELUs) in the Ninemile Creek
drainage.

Each ELU was a separate land unit having one of the three

soil families and the Psme/Phma habitat type, and each varied from
about four to one hundred hectares (Fig. 4).
ELUs were numbered and grouped by soil family.

Using a

random numbers table, each soil family was randomly sampled five times
(except AnUs, see Chapter 5) before the optimum sample size was cal
culated (USDA 1974).

A sufficient number of plots were sampled to

obtain a sample-based estimate of the mean site index to within ±3
feet of the true population mean site index with 90 percent confidence.
The appropriate number of samples were then selected randomly from each
soil family.
Rejection of some ELUs (due to logged conditions) was possible
without field checking by examination of Forest Service cut maps.

Sites

1h

mm.

/ •••'/ //C/^

v' ///yAF

Bi
$

S5

I

V

Figure li. Topographic map
shoving Psme/Phma habitat type
• (shaded) and ELUs by soil family.

Ii
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were rejected in the field that (1) showed evidence of damage by fire,
insects, or disease, (2) had been thinned or logged, (3) were not well
represented by Douglas-fir (e.g., site occupied by Pinus oontorta ), or
(4) didn't have enough site trees within an area of uniform topography
and vegetation.
By necessity, potential site trees coincided with the
definition of Monserud (1979) whose site index curves were utilized.
To quote Monserud, suitable site trees
were the largest and best growing dominants. . . . [They] had no
observable top damage, and had well developed and healthy appearing
crowns. Radial growth on site trees (based on increment cores) had
to be fairly regular, with no abrupt periods of reduced growth
which would indicate past defoliation or top damage. No species
composition, uniform spacing, stand density, or age structure
(e.g., even aged) requirements were used to constrain the plot
selection.

If the site passed the rejection criteria, the following were
completed:
1.

Located and laid out a circular 375 m 2 plot for species

canopy coverage estimates (Pfister and Arno 1979) in a portion of the
stand that appeared to be relatively uniform in topography and vege
tative structure.

Recorded all trees and understory indicator species 1

as follows:
+ = present in stand but not in plot.
0-10 percent coverage:

recorded to nearest one percent.

10-30 percent coverage:

recorded to nearest five percent.

30-100 percent coverage:

recorded to nearest ten percent.

1Indicator

species recorded were those used by Pfister et al.
(1977) (see Appendix C).
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Tree seedlings (less than 5 cm diameter at breast height) were
recorded separately from larger trees.
2.

Located the appropriate number of site trees to obtain

a statistically significant site index determination by use of a
simple sample size equation:
t2c2
n = -p- with E = ±2.0', a = 0.10, t = t value for n - 1
degrees of freedom and s 2 sample variance.
Site trees were sometimes outside of the 375 m 2 plot.

Monserud's

(1979) Douglas-fir site index curves, specific for Douglas-fir climax
series, were employed in this study. Tree heights were measured
using a clinometer and a 75-foot tape with at least two measurements
averaged per tree. Site index was estimated by interpolation from
a table constructed from Monserud's (1979) site index equation.

Incre

ment bores (extracted at breast height-13.5 dm) from all site trees
were glued into grooved boards and saved for future reference.
3.

Described the soil within the plot and collected samples

by horizon (for laboratory textural analysis) according to standard
procedures of the Soil Survey Staff (USDA 1975).

One to three check

holes were dug within the area bounded by the site trees to examine
soil variability.
4.

Recorded percent slope with clinometer, aspect, and land

configuration.
5.

Sketched map of plot location (see Appendix B).

By the middle of the field season, it was evident that I was
far short of my goal for plots completed; location of suitable plots
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was more time consuming than originally planned.

Several sites had

been examined which passed the rejection criteria but they had 80- to
100-year-old site trees which showed abruptly reduced radial growth
after about 40-50 years of regular growth.

A Forest Service entomologist

indicated that a severe spruce budworm infestation had occurred in the
1930s in the Ninemile area.

This would explain the abrupt reduction

in radial growth in the site trees.

These older, stagnant site trees

were felled and sectioned part way up the bole, where growth was still
vigorous, and measured for site index.

In this way these site trees

were measured at ages closer to the majority of site trees on other
plots and neither the rejection criteria nor the site tree requirements
were changed.
Soil sampes were air dried, sieved (2 mm) to exclude coarse
fragments, and analyzed for sand, silt, and clay content by the
hydrometer method (see Appendix D for procedures).
Monserud's (1979) site index equation for Douglas-fir on
Douglas-fir climax series was programmed into the computer.

All

height/age measurements were plugged into the program to obtain
accurate site index estimates for the subsequent statistical analysis.
Ranges, means, and standard deviations of site index were
calculated for each plot, each soil family, and for the habitat type
as a whole.

Confidence limits for estimating the mean site index of

each plot and each soil family were calculated using individual tree
site index values and plot averages, respectively.

Differences in

mean site index between soil families were determined by t tests
assuming unequal variances.

Site index values from individual trees
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were used in these calculations.

Relationships of variation in site

index to topographic, vegetative, and soil factors were determined
by multiple regression analysis.

Independent variables were taken

directly from the soil profile descriptions, canopy coverage esti
mates, topographic measurements, and mechanical analysis data.

Site

index was treated as the dependent variable using average values from
each plot.

Chapter 4
RESULTS
A total of 83 ELUs was inspected during the course of the
field season, but only 18 plots were established:
on TyEu, and ten on UdUs.

two on AnUS, six

(The calculated appropriate number of

samples were four TyEu and 17 for UdUs.)

In many cases, more than

one reason existed for rejecting an ELU for possible plot location.
The primary reasons for rejecting ELUs are shown in Table 2 expressed
as percent of the visited sites rejected from each soil family.
Plot locations are shown in Figure 1 (p. 15).
Mean site indexes and 90 percent confidence limits, within
plots and within soil families, are shown in Figure 5.

These confi

dence limits represent the limits around the estimated average site
index within which the true mean site index may be expected nine
times out of ten.
Ranges, means, standard deviations, and number of site trees
within plots and within soil families are shown in Table 3.

The

standard deviations characterize the dispersion of site index values
about the mean.

On the average, about two thirds of the unit values

of a normal population will be within one standard deviation of the
mean.
Since variation in site index within soil families was not
equal, t tests assuming unequal variances (Snedecor and Cochran 1967)
o

Table 2. Perccnt of ELUs rejected (by soil family).

Primary Reason
For Rejection

AnUs

UdUs

TyEu

ho

So

SU

Wrong Soil

1*3

l?

IS

Wrong H.T.

8

6

23

Insect/Disease

6

32

8

Psme Poorly Rep,

3

0

0

# ELUs Visited

38

26

19
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Range

AnUs

TyEu

UdUs

Mean

Std.
Dev.

# Site
Trees

88

66.5-68.5

67.5

1.0

3

6

66.9-70.1+

68.1

1.9

3
3

-

66.5-70.1+

67.8

0.1+

6

199

59.8-65.3

62.2

2.5

5

185

63.1-67.5

65.1+

1.8

5

113

66.6—69.2
66.6-69.2

67.8

1.1

1+

39

67.1-69.8

68.5

1.1+

3

116

65.5-73.6

65.5

3.3

5

131

68.0-76.8

71.0

3.1+
3.U

5

-

59.8-76.8

66.7

3.0

27

186 . 1+2.2-1+7.0

1+5.3

2.1

5

11+0

50.2-53.8

51.1+

2.1

3

11+9

50.1+-53.9

52.5

1.7

1+

53

51+.
51+. 8-56.8
8 -56.8

56.0
56
.0

1.1

3

107

1+9.9-59.2

56.0

3.6

6

11+5

51+.0-58.6
5U.O-58.6

56.3

1.9

1+

181

58.6-65.6

61.0

2.7

5

157

59.2-69.3

63.0

1+.2

8

75

63.8-65.3

6I+.3
61+.
3

0.8

3

173

67.I+-68.7

68.2

0.7

3

—
-

1+2.2-69.3

57.1+

6.8

1+1+
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were utilized to test for significant differences in mean site indexes
between soil families.

The mean site index of the UdUs family was

significantly different (P = 0.05) from the TyEu and AnUs families,
but the latter two were not significantly different from each other.
The sum of squares (SS) and percent of the total sum of squares
(SS T ) associated with each soil family are shown below.
Soil family

SS

% of SS T

AnUs

77

9

TyEu

204

23

UdUs

597

_68

TOTALS

878

100

The variation in site index within the UdUs family was nearly as great
as the variation within the habitat type as a whole (68% of the SS T )
Knowledge of the presence of the UdUs family on this habitat type does
not result in a more accurate site index estimate than the habitat
type alone provides.

Conversely, the variation in site index within

the AnUs and TyEu families on this habitat type is much less than the
variation within the habitat type as a whole (9% and 23% of the SS T ,
respectively). The knowledge of the presence of AnUs or TyEu families
on this habitat type results in a more accurate site index estimate
than the habitat type alone provides.
The data from the 10 plots on the UdUs family were analyzed by
multiple regression analysis (Snedecor and Cochran 1967).

This was the

only family sampled with an adequate number of plots for this analysis.
Site index was treated as the dependent variable.

For independent
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variables those soil, topographic, and vegetative variables were
selected which might be or were shown to be related to site index
and are easy to recognize and measure.

Nineteen independent vari

ables and interactions were included in the gross analysis.
X(l):

(sin(A - 45°) - 1
where A = aspect in azimuth degrees from the north.

X(2): slope gradient (percent).
X(3):

percent silt + clay in the B horizon.

X(4):

percent clay in the B horizon.

X(5): elevation (meters).
X(6):

percent distance from the hilltop.

X(7): distance in meters from the hilltop.
X(8):

thickness of A horizon.

X(9):

depth to C horizon.

X(10):

thickness of organic horizons.

X(11):

effective thickness in the top one meter.

The effective

thickness of any one horizon in a profile is defined as
ET = TT(1 - $j)

where ET = effective thickness of horizon
TT = total thickness of horizon
CF = percentage volume of coarse fragments
(greater than 2 mm) in the horizon.
X(12)

effective thickness to C horizon.

X(13)

effective thickness of B horizon.

X( 14)

percent canopy coverage of the dry species (sum of the

percent canopy coverages of Balsamorhiza sagittata [Basa], Festuea
idahoensis [Fei d], and Agropyron spicatum [Agsp]).

X( 15)

X(3) • X(13).

X(16)

X(4) • X(5).

X(17)

X(7) + 1 • X(4).

X(18)

X(4) • X(13).

X(19)

X(l)/X(2).

Preliminary screening of variables was done by hand plotting.
Five independent variables and an interaction were then selected for
the computer analysis.

Standard errors, adjusted r 2 , and F-values

are presented below for the simple linear regression of site index
against these variables.
Independent Standard error
variable
of Y

F

Adjusted
r2

X(l)

6.8

1.31

0.03

X(2)

6.5

2.46

0.14

X(4)

5.3

7.75*

0.43

X(7)

5.3

7.77*

0.43

X( 14)

4.5

13.16t

0.57

X( 17)

5.0

9.34*

0.48

*

Significant at the P = .05 level.

^Significant at the P = .01 level.
These six variables were then analyzed by multiple regression
collectively, and in various combinations.

The best equation incor

porated vegetative, topographic, and soil variables.
below (see also Fig. 6).
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Figure 6. Graphical representation of regression results.
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A

Y = B q + B1X(4) • (X(7) + 1) - B 2 (X14)
A

where Y = predicted site index (base age 50 years)
B Q = 54.96
Bi

= 0.02

B2

= 0.47.

Although the statistics associated with this equation are good
A

(adjusted R 2 = 0.80, standard error of Y = 3.1', F = 19.16), the utility
of this equation is limited due to the small sample size.
Twenty percent of the variation in size index is unexplained
by this regression equation.

This unexplained variation has several

sources, among them is the variation associated with the error in the
site index estimate.

The various sources of error in the use of site

curves has already been discussed. Also, many other factors that
undoubtedly affect tree growth (e.g., pH, nutrient status, bulk density,
light intensity and duration, cold air drainage patterns, etc.) were
not measured.

It is impossible to determine the amount of variation

in site index that is attributable to each of these additional factors.
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Chapter 5
DISCUSSION
In soil-site studies utilizing site index as the indicator
of site quality, the site curves used are the backbone of the
dependent variable:

they must be understood by the reader for correct

interpretation and application of the results.
Monserud's (1979) site index curves use total height and age
at breast height; these have an important bearing on interpretations.
Site index 55, for example, means trees will be 55 feet tall (total
height) 50 years after reaching breast height.

The number of years

to reach breast height must be estimated to predict total age.

Monse

rud suggested that the estimate of the number of years to reach breast
height be based on site index as follows:
Site index (feet):

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

10

10

10

9

9

8

8

Time to reach breast
height (years):

Based on total age and breast-height age measurements of site trees on
several sites, I feel that 12-15 years is a more accurate estimate of
the number of years to reach breast height in the Ninemile.
Soil physical properties have been more important than soil
chemical properites in relation to site quality (Coile 1952).

In the

northern Rockies, various factors related to the soil moisture regime
often affect tree growth significantly (Cox et al. 1960, Embry 1960,
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Homes and Tackle 1962, Brown and Loewenstein 1978).
Site quality in the Ninemile Creek drainage also was found to
be correlated with factors related to the soil-moisture regime.

Finer

textured soils have greater moisture holding capacities than coarser
textured soils (Brady 1974).

The TyEu and AnUs families have finer

textures than the UdUs family, hence it can be inferred that the TyEu
and AnUs families have greater moisture holding capacities than the
UdUs family.

This was confirmed in the field when, late in the summer,

the TyEu and AnUs profiles remained moist after the UdUs profiles had
dried out. As my results show, the TyEu and AnUs families also have
significantly higher site indexes than the UdUs family.
The independent variables explaining variation in site index
on the UdUs family also were found to be related to the soil moisture
regime.

As shown in the regression analysis, site index increases with

increasing clay content in the B horizon and distance from the top of the
hill (ridgetop) and decreases with increasing canopy coverage of the dry
species.

The clay content in the B horizon directly influences the

moisture holding capacity of this soil (Brady 1974), greater distances
from the hilltop are associated with greater moisture due to subsurface,
downslope movement of soil water (Childs 1969), and the dry species are
indicative of shallow, coarse textured soils (Daubenmire and Daubenmire
1968) with low moisture holding capacities.
The effects of the interaction between clay content and dis
tance can be seen in Figure 6 (p. 31).

With low clay content in the

B horizon, site index increases very little with increasing distance
downslope.

However, with higher clay content, site index increases
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more rapidly with increasing distance downslope.

On ridgetops (distance

from the hilltop = 0) the site index increases only slightly with
increases in clay content while further downslope site index increases
more rapidly with increases in clay content.
The results of the regression analysis of the UdUs family are
similar to the results of other studies in the northern Rockies.
Holtby (1947) and Brown and Loewenstein (1978) found textural prop
erties of soils to be significantly correlated with site index.

A

current soil-site study at the University of Montana (Stark, personal
communication, 1980) and Schmidt et al. (1976) have shown slope posi
tion (i.e., upper, middle, lower) to be an important factor in explain
ing variation in site quality.

Daubenmire (1961), Roe (1967), and

Schmidt et al. (1976) found significantly different site indexes on
different habitat types, but no other soil-site studies in this area
have used vegetative variables.

Arno (1978), however, found Agsp and

Basa to be associated with dry sites on the Psme/Phma habitat type.
In addition to the three soil families already discussed, site
index was measured in several stands on each of two other soil families,
both on the Tertiary landscape:

the Typic Paleboralf, loamy-skeletal,

mixed, frigid (TyPa) and the Udic Ustochrept, loamy-skeletal, mixed,
frigid (UdiUs). 1 Time constraints prohibited the establishment of
formal plots on these additional soils.
The difference between the three soil families on the Tertiary

aThis

UdiUs soil is classified the same as UdUs at the family
level, the difference between the two being parent materials (Terti
ary sediments versus argillite/quartzite).

landscape can be seen in the diagrammatic drawings (Fig. 7) showing
the type and depth of the diagnostic subsurface horizon.

The TyEu has

an argillic horizon with its upper boundary within 60 cm of the mineral
surface, the TyPa has an argillic horizon deeper than 60 cm below the
mineral surface, and the UdiUs has a cambic horizon at variable depths
(USDA 1975).
Site indexes on the TyPa and UdiUs families were less than on the
TyEu.

Since the UdiUs does not have an argillic horizon, it would be

expected to be less productive than the TyEu.
horizon lower in the profile than TyEu.

The TyPa has an argillic

As mentioned, soil moisture is

available longer in the growing season in the textural B (argillic)
horizons; tree growth apparently is benefited most when this moisture
is held within 60 cm of the soil surface (like TyEu).
The Calamagvostis rubeseens (Caru) phase currently is recog
nized as the warm^exposure phase in the Psme/Phma habitat type (Phma
is the other phase), and it is implied that it is the least productive
phase (Pfister et al. 1977).

The Caru phase is described as having Caru

and Carex geyeri (Cage) dominant beneath a scattered Phma shrub layer.
However, I often found an understory fitting this description occurring
on moist TyEu and AnUs soils adjacent to Phma phase on dry UdUs soils.
Described in this way, the Caru phase is not consistently indicative
of dry, unproductive conditions in the Ninemile.

The percent dry

species was a significant variable in the regression analysis.

Further

more, these species were present on only the three least productive
sites, thus they denote dry conditions within this habitat type.

Arno

(1978) found that Laxix oeoidentalis (Laoc) was the most consistent

Figure 7»

Diagram of the three soil families on the Tertiary landscape showing the surface

epipedon and the type and depth of the diagnostic subsurface horizon.
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plant indicator of moist conditions and Agsp and Basa were the most
consistent plant indicators of dry conditions in the Psme/Phma habitat
type.

In general, I found Laoc to be associated with moist conditions.

Reflecting on these findings, I feel that the habitat type manual's
description of the Caru phase could be rewritten to read:
Agsp common, Phma well represented, and Laoc absent.

Basa and

Described in this

way, the Caru phase is generally indicative of dry, unproductive con
ditions in the Ninemile (Agsp or Basa may be more logical phase names
than Caru).

The Phma phase currently is described as having Phma or

Holodiscus discolor (Hodi) as the dominant undergrowth.

However, as

mentioned, Caru and Cage were sometimes the dominant undergrowth on
moist sites with Phma well represented or abundant.

To better fit

conditions in the Ninemile, the habitat type manuals's description of
the Phma phase could be rewritten to read:

Phma or Hodi well repre

sented, Laoc present, and Basa and Agsp absent.

Table 4 shows site

indexes by soil family and habitat type phase as they would be keyed
in the existing (Pfister et al. 1977) and proposed phase descriptions.
The variation in soil properties (and inferred moisture holding
capacities) of the TyEu and AnUs families is relatively small; the
corresponding variation in site index is also small.

Knowledge of

the soil family in these two instances results in a more accurate site
index prediction than the habitat type alone provides.

Conversely, the

variation in soil properties of the UdUs family is large, as is the
variation in site index; it is nearly as great as the habitat type as
a whole.

In this case, knowledge of the soil family does not result in

a more accurate site index prediction than the habitat type alone

Table it.

Site index in the Psme/Phma habitat type by soil family

and habitat type phase (as classified using the phase descriptions
proposed in this text).

Habitat type

S0il
family

—tes_
Phma

Caru
1+5.3
51.1+*
52.5*

56.0

56.0*
UdUs

ij/ i
56.1+

61.0
63.0
61+.3
68.2
62.2

65.1+
67.8
^

68.5

68.9**
71.0**
AnUs
68.1**
* Plot would be classified in other phase if existing phase description
(Pfister et al. 1977) were used.
** Plot very close to classifying as Caru phase using the existing phase
description (Phma and Caru equally dominant in the understory).

provides.

Persons making empirical interpretations of productivity

ranges of soils on habitat types (as with the Land System Inventory)
need to consider the possibility of this relationship existing else
where.

Soils (families, series, etc.) with large variation in moisture

holding capacity often may have as great a variation in productivity as
the habitat types under which they occur.
As mentioned, three soil families are present on the Tertiary
landscape.

In the St. Regis-Ninemile soil survey (USDA 1972), these

soils are mapped as single member mapping units.

In other words, the

mapping units represent defined single taxonomic units plus a small
proportion of other units (up to about 20%).

I found these mapping

units to be unrealistic: TyPa, TyEu, and UdiUs soils are totally
unpredictable in their occurrence within them.

These Tertiary land

scapes should have been mapped as an undifferentiated group, recog
nizing that these taxonomic units are not associated geographically
in any regular manner.

The Soil Conservation Service is presently

mapping similar Tertiary landscapes in western Montana in this fashion
(Dutton, personal communication, 1980).

Thus examination of a road

cut or soil pit is necessary for conclusive determination of soil
family on this landscape.
A large area of AnUs was mapped in the Ninemile which coin
cided with Psme/Phma on the habitat type map.

It was found, however,

that AnUs occurred beneath Psme/Phma much less than mapped:
of the AnUs ELUs visited had Udlis soils (Table 2, p. 25).

43 percent
Psme/Phma

is thus generally indicative of a drier soil than AnUs, at least in
the Ninemile.

Based on field observations, Psme/Vaceinium globulare
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and Abies gvandis/Clintonia uniflora are more common over AnUs soils.
Only two plots were sampled on the AnUs family, hence the
accuracy of the mean site index estimate on this family is question
able.

However, even though these two plots had contrasting slopes and

aspects (NW/27% versus SSE/47%), their site indexes were essentially
equal (67.5 versus 68.8).

This indicates the importance of the vol

canic ash surface (approximately equal in thickness on the two plots)
to site quality although greater variation in site index undoubtedly
exists within this soil family.
In conclusion, I have demonstrated that individual soil types
within a habitat type may or may not have less variation than the
habitat type.

Thus, stratification of habitat types by soil types

may or may not provide better productivity estimates than habitat
types alone.
Soil scientists presently are attempting to use logical,
intuitive reasons—backed with empirical data—to determine the
productivity range of soils on individual habitat types.
shows the dangers of this approach.

This study

Quantitative data must be

collected to test hypotheses and document variability in productivity
of soil types within habitat types.

Chapter 6
SUMMARY
Eighteen plots were established on three soil families on the
Pseudotsuga menz-Lesii/Physocarpus malvaoeus habitat type in the

Ninemile Creek drainage, Montana.

Variation in Pseudotsuga menziesii.

site index on the Typic Eutroboralf and Andic Ustochrept, loarny-skeletal,
mixed, frigid soil families was less than the variation within the
habitat type.

Also, these two soil families had significantly different

mean site indexes from the Udic Ustochrept, loamy-skeletal, mixed,
frigid family but not from each other.

Variation in site index on the

Udic Ustochrept was nearly as great as on the habitat type as a whole.
Thus stratification of habitat types by soil families may or may not
result in more accurate site index estimates than the habitat type
alone provides.
Eighty percent of the variation in site index on the Udic
Ustochrept could be explained by soil (% clay in B horizon), topo
graphic (distance from the hilltop) and vegetative (% dry species)
variables.
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Appendix A.

Authorities of species cited in text

Abies grandis Lindl.
Abies lasiooarpa (Hook.) Nutt.
Agropyron spioatum (Pursh) Scribn. and Smith.
Balsamorhiza sagittata (Pursh) Nutt.
Calamagrostis rubesoens Buckl.
Caress generi Boott.
Festuoa idahoenis Elmer.
Larix ocoidentalis Nutt.
Physocctrpus malvaoeus (Greene) Kuntze.
Pinus contovta Dougl. var. tatifotia Engelm.
Pinus montioota Dougl. ex D. Don.
Pinus ponderosa Dougl. ex Loud Hort. Brit.
Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco.
Thuja pliaata D. Don.
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Example Profiles

Soil Family: Udic Ustochrept, loamy-skelatal, mixed, frigid (UdUs)
Parent Material: quartzite colluvium
Elevation: 1160 m

Aspect: 357° (N)

Slope: 53%

Landform: mid slope, convex configuration

Profile Description
Horizon

Depth
(cm)

Description

5-2

Loose needles and twigs.

0.

2-0

Decomposing organic matter.

A,

0-17

Light yellowish brown (lOyr 6/h) silt loam (15%
coarse fragments), dark brown (lOyr h/3* moist);
weak, fine crumb structure; very friable, nonsticky and nonplastic; slightly acid (pH 6.1);
abundant fine, medium and coarse roots; gradual,
smooth boundary.

B.
2c

17-U5

Light yellowish brown (lOyr 6/b) gravelly loam (50%
coarse fragments), dark brown (lOyr h/ht moist);
weak, fine crumb structure; friable, nonsticky and
nonplastic; slightly acid (pH 6,2); abundant fine
and medium roots; gradual, wavy boundary.

2i$-100+

Pale brown (lOyr 6/3) very gravelly loamy sand (80%
coarse fragments), yellowish brown (lOyr h/ht moist);
single grain; very friable, nonsticky and nonplastic;
moderately acid (pH 5.8)» few fine and medium roots.

J1
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Appendix B#

Example Profiles (cont,)

Soil Family: Typic Eutroboralf, loamy-skelatal, mixed, frigid
Parent Material: Tertiary sediment
Elevation: 1092 m

Aspect: 152° (SSE)

Slope: 37%

Landform: mid-lower slope, straight configuration

Profile Description

Horizon

0

Depth
(cm)

Description

7-1+

Loose needles and twigs.

Ll—0

Decomposing organic matter.

21

0-33

Pale brown (lOyr 6/3) gravelly loam (30% coarse
fragments), dark yellowish brown (lOyr k/ht moist);
weak, medium and coarse granular structure; friable,
nonsticky and nonplastic; strongly acid (pH 5.5);
abundant fine, medium and coarse roots; gradual,
smooth boundary.

A.
22

33—55

Light grey (lOyr 7/2) very gravelly sandy loam (60%
coarse fragments), brown (tOyr 5/3» moist); weak,
fine crumb structure; very friable, nonsticky and
nonplastic; moderately acid (pH 6.0); common fine,
medium and coarse roots; clear, wavy boundary.

B.
2t

55-100+

Pale yellow (2.5yr l/h) very gravelly sandy clay
loam (60% coarse fragments), light yellowish brown
(lOyr 6/kf moist); moderate, fine and medium subangular blocky structure; firm, slightly sticky
and slightly plastic; common clay films; moderately
acid (pH 5,8); common fine and medium roots.
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Example Profiles (cont.)
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Soil Family; Andic Ustochrept, loamy-skelatal, mixed, frigid (AnUs)
Parent Materials volcanic ash over quartzite colluvium
Elevation: 1i»32 m

Aspect: 305° (NW)

Slope: 27%

Landform: mid slope, concave configuration

Profile Description

Horizon

Depth
(cm)

Description

0

h-2

Loose needles with some twigs.

°2

2-0

Decomposing organic matter.

0-30

Pale brown (lOyr 6/3) gravelly silt loam (20% coarse
fragments), dark yellowish brown (lOyr 3/6, moist);
moderate, medium and coarse granular structure; very
friable, nonsticky and nonplastic; slightly acid (pH
6.i|); abundant fine, medium and coarse roots; abrupt,
wavy boundary.

Andic

11A,

30-58

Light grey (lOyr 7/2) gravelly loam (50% coarse frag
ments), brown (lOyr 5/3* moist); moderate, medium
and coarse granular structure; very friable, nonsticky
and nonplastic; neutral (pH 6.9); common fine and
medium roots; gradual wavy boundary.

IIB.
'2c

58-100+

Light grey (lOyr 7/2) very gravelly saindy loam (70%
coarse fragments), light brownish grey (lOyr 6/2,
moist); weak, medium subangular blocky structure;
very friable, nonsticky and nonplastic; neutral (pH
6.9)? very few fine roots.
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Field Forms

Plot #

Slope

Date

Aspect

Locations sec

Elevation

T

Photo numbers: roll
Landform:

Horizontal
Configuration

Topography
ridge

convex

upper slope

straight

mid slope

concave

lower slope

undulating

bench or flat
stream bottem
ridge
% distance from top of hill

P/o mid slope

Distance (m)
from hilltop

100% bottem
Exposed rock at surface (%
Soil Classification
Parent material
Additional remarks

Site Trees
height

age

height

1

6

2

7

3

8

k

9

5

10

Site Index
Std. Dev.

age

Appendix C. (cont.)

Plot #
Col<or
Horizon Depth Dry Moist

Texture

Structure

Clay
films

Consisterice
% CP Dry Moist Wet

pH Roots

Boundary

Remarks:

VA
ON

Appendix C. (cont.)

SECTION PLAT
Plot 0

Date

Sec

T
1

R
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
11

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
(Scale: 5.28" = 5,280')

Remarks:
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Appendix C. (cont.)

HABITAT TYPE & VEGETATION COVERAGE FIELD SHEET
Canopy Coverage Estimates
+ = present in stand, but not in plot
0-10% coverages record to nearest 1%
10-30% coverages record to nearest 5%
30-100% coverages record to nearest 10%
Plot #

Date

Remarks:
HABITAT TYPE:
SPECIES LIST
TREES
1.
Pseudotsuga menziesii
2.
Abies lasiocarpa
3.
Larix occidentalis
il.
Pinus contorta
5.
Pinus ponderosa
SHRUBS & SUBSHRUBS
1.
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
2.
Berberis repens
3.
Holodiscus discolor
l u J u n i p e r u s communis (+ horizontalis)
5.
Linnaea borealis
6.
Physocarpus malvaceus
7.
Prunus virginiana
8.
Purshia tridentata
9.
Shepherdia canadensis
10. Spirea betulifolia
11. Symphoricarpos albus
12. Vaccinium globulare (+ membranaceum)
PERENNIAL GRAMTNOIDS
1.
Agropyron spicatum
2.
Calamagrostis rubescens
3.
Carex geyeri
iu
Festuca idahoensis
PERENNIAL FORBS & FERNS
1.
Antennaria racemosa
2.
Arnica cordifolia
3.
Balsamorhiza sagittata
1+.
Galium triflorum
5.
Smilacina stellata
S.
Thalictrum occidentale

COVERAGE
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Appendix D.
1.

Hydrometer Procedures

Weigh out four 25.0 g samples of air dried soil in weigh

ing cups: one for moisture determination, the others for mechanical
analysis.
2.

Place each sample in turn into a mixing container.

Fill

the container half full with distilled water, add 50 ml of 10 percent
sodium hexametaphosphate (calgon) solution, and fill to within three
inches from the top with distilled water.
3.

Place on the mixer for ten minutes.

4.

Wash the dispersed sample into a sedimentation cyclinder

and fill to the 1,000 ml mark with distilled water (a few drops of
defoaming agent also may be added).
5. Seal the top of the cylinder with the palm of the hand (or
a rubber cork) and shake end-over-end 10 times.
6.

Upright the cylinder on the bench and note the time.

7.

Read the hydrometer after 40 seconds.

8.

Repeat steps 5, 6, and 7 two more times.

After the third

reading, allow the cylinder to sit without disturbance.
9. Make a blank:

add 50 ml of calgon, the same amount of

defoaming agent (if used), and bring the volume to 1,000 ml with
distilled water.
10.

Take a hydrometer reading.

Two hours after the last 40-second reading, record the

hydrometer reading of the sample and blank.
Calculations
1.

Adjust the weight of the soil sample to the oven dry

standard
*nnn =

nn
uu

air

dry weight - oven dry weight (OD)
oven dry weight

_ 100 (air dry weight)
"
100 + %H0H

2. Compute sand, silt, and clay fractions.
* 1n suspension at _ = corrected hydrometer reading at—

% sand = 100 - % in suspension at 40 seconds (average of three)
% clay = % in suspension at two hours.
% s i l t = 1 0 0 (% s a n d + % c l a y ) .

